Why Freier’s Truck Cap Super Center Selected the Raider Brand
Raider Industries is a leading producer of truck caps and tonneau covers,
with a 20-year history of quality, innovation, and customer care.
With distribution across the United States and Canada, Raider Industries
proudly supports their end customers with the industry’s most
comprehensive warranty program.
Unlike many other companies in the truck accessory business today,
Raider's only business is truck caps and tonneaus, and they manufacture
everything they sell. They have researched the design, fabrication and
functionality of truck caps from their customer’s point of view, and the result
is a line of truck tops that exceed the standards of other manufacturers.
At Raider, their investment in Hydro-Netic cutting equipment is just one
example of a total commitment to precision. At every step of the production
process, they demand the closest possible adherence to design
specifications and dimensions. Of course, the key to a precise, accurate fit of
any fiberglass part is the mold itself.
At Raider, they manage and control the creation of every master mold, every
plug, and every production mold in use. That means they retain the technical
and styling know-how in-house to create and maintain the most accurate
molds in use in this industry.
Another important issue overlooked by many other producers is mold curetime. Remove a fiberglass part from the mold too soon, and you will see
imprinting and orange-peel surface flaws. At Raider, they simply refuse to
compromise the mold cure time in an effort to speed up production. The
result - smoother, more perfect surfaces that take paint well and look good
from any angle. We're also proud of the success they have achieved with
their quality control initiatives.
At Raider, each production associate has responsibility for overall product
quality, not just his or her individual process. As a result, every pair of eyes
on the production floor is making sure your truck cap or tonneau is built right
the first time.

